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Since 1980, Everlasting Fence Company has 
been providing customers with the best 
products in the industry and a level of service 
matched by none. Through intense product 
research and annual training, our salesman and 
installation teams can help you accomplish your 
fencing and overall outdoor design goals.  Rail 
fences can be a valuable and inexpensive way 
to enclose your yard or a beautiful accent to 
your homes curb appeal. The most common rail 
fence is split rail, made using rustic spruce split 
rails and heavy black locust posts, these fences 
will last for years and can be easily maintained. 
The addition of wire to any of theses fences can 
help contain kids or dogs.

Split Rail:  11’ long Spruce split rails on Black 
Locust wood posts

Round Cedar: 10’ long scarfed end Round 
White Cedar (3” – 4” diameter) on Round White 
Cedar drilled posts 

Estate Style:  Western Red cedar 1” x 6” (actual 
¾” x 5 ½”) set on 8’ centered Pressure Treated 4” 
x 4” (actual 3 ½” x 3 ½”) posts or Pressure Treated 
1” x 6” (actual ¾” x 5 ½”) set on 10’ centered 
Pressure Treated 4” x 4” (actual 3 ½” x 3 ½”) 
posts.

Crossbuck: Western Red cedar 1” x 6” horizon-
tals  and 1”x4” cross boards(actual ¾” x 5 ½” and 
¾” x 3 ½”) set on 8’ centered Pressure Treated 4” 
x 4” (actual 3 ½” x 3 ½”) posts or Pressure Treated 
set on 10’ centers

English Hurdle: Rough eastern White Cedar 
1”x 3” (actual ¾” x 2 ½”) horizontals and bracing 
attached to drilled out Pressure Treated 2”x 4” 
(actual 1 ½” x 3 ½”). English hurdles sections 
have 5 crossmembers for 3’ high and 4’ high and 
are 8’ wide. We set Pressure Treated 4x4’s (actual 
3 ½” x 3 ½”) at all terminal points (corners, ends 
and gates)

Slip Board: Rough sawn Pressure Treated 1 x 6 
(actual 1” x 5 ¾”) on slotted rough sawn 
Pressure treated posts.

Most rail fence heights are 2 rail (3’ high), 3 rail(4’ 
high) or 4 rail(5’ high), but certain styles can be 
customized. Our standard welded wire is 14 
gauge steel wire with a green or black coating.
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3 Rail Cedar Estate Style Round Rails on Locust Posts Pressure Treated Slipboard 3 Rail Split Rail

Split Rail with Wire English Hurdle with Wire 5’ High 4 Rail Split Rail Split Rail Without Wire

Custom Snake Rail Fence Split Rail with Round Cedar Gate English Hurdle Racked to Grade Estate Style Without Wire

Estate Style Fence

Split Rail Fence

English Hurdle Fence

Slipboard Fence
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As a member of the American Fence Association, we continue to pursue 
excellence and will endeavor to be recognized for our unique ability to 

combine quality of design and workmanship with the desires and aspirations 
of our customers.    

Everlasting Fence Company is your source for 
Rail Fence Projects 
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Quality & Service a Family 
Tradition since 1980

www.everlastingfence.com
215-886-3539


